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This paper ontains some results and open questions for automorphisms and de nable properties of omputably enumerable ( .e.) sets. It has
long been apparent in automorphisms of .e. sets, and is now be oming apparent in appli ations to topology and di erential geometry, that it is important
to know the dynami al properties of a .e. set We , not merely whether an
element x is enumerated in We but when, relative to its appearan e in other
.e. sets.
We present here, and prove in another paper, a New Extension Theorem
(N.E.T.) appropriate for 03 -automorphisms of .e. sets with simple hypotheses stated in terms of a dynami al on ept alled \templates" for the rst
time. The N.E.T. is needed impli itly or expli itly in almost every urrent
automorphism proof for .e. sets. We then present sket hes of some known
automorphism results using the N.E.T., and show how some de nability results also derive their power from their ability to enfor e a dynami ow of
elements into or away from a ertain .e. set.
To reveal the history and motivation for these results and questions, we
give a detailed histori al des ription in x1 and x2 whi h should be understandable to anyone who has read the rst three or four hapters of Soare [1987℄. The
rest of the paper ontains sket hes of proofs whi h should be understandable to
most omputability theorists who have never worked in automorphisms. The
open questions are hosen to illustrate a method or frontier we need to ross
to advan e our knowledge. Another paper on .e. sets in this volume is Cholak
[ta℄.

Abstra t.

1. Introdu tion
1.1. The Early History of C.E. Sets. One of the great a hievements of
logi of the twentieth entury was the development of the notion of a omputable
fun tion. Foreshadowed by Godel's use of the primitive re ursive fun tions in his famous In ompleteness Theorem [1931℄, there soon emerged Godel's de nition [1934℄
of the general re ursive fun tions. Shortly thereafter followed Turing's de nition
[1936℄ of fun tions omputable by a Turing ma hine, and his argument that these
onstituted the intuitively omputable fun tions. Gandy [1988, p. 82℄ observed,
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\Turing's analysis does mu h more than provide an argument for" Turing's Thesis, \it proves a theorem." This de nition and demonstration only then onvin ed
Godel of the Chur h-Turing Thesis that these omprised the lass of all fun tions
al ulable by a human being with unlimited time and spa e. We a ept this thesis
and identify the terms \ omputable" and \Turing omputable."
Almost simultaneously, Chur h and Kleene proposed a formal de nition of
an \e e tively enumerable" set (the informal term for this on ept), one whi h
ould be listed by an e e tive algorithm. This on ept is probably se ond only
to that of omputable fun tion for its importan e in omputability theory. These
sets appear in many bran hes of mathemati s (number theory, algebra, topology),
and omputer s ien e. A tual digital omputers produ e su h sets during their
omputations. Turing redu ibility [1939℄ of one set to another an be de ned by
an e e tively enumerable set of axioms.
Chur h [1936℄ and Kleene [1936℄ formally de ned this notion as follows. A set
A  ! is omputably enumerable ( .e.) (previously alled re ursively enumerable )
if A is the range of a (Turing) omputable fun tion. (The empty set was added
later as a .e. set.) This is a stati mathemati al de nition, like the de nition of
a fun tion being ontinuous if the inverse image of every open set is open. Let
fWe ge2! be the standard listing of the .e. sets, as in Soare [1987℄.
Very little was heard about .e. sets for half a de ade. Then Post [1941℄ and
[1943℄ introdu ed a di erent and unrelated formalism alled a (normal) produ tion
system. Post's normal anoni al system is a generational system, rather than
a omputational system as in general re ursive fun tions or Turing omputable
fun tions. It led Post to on entrate on e e tively enumerable sets rather than
omputable fun tions. He showed that every re ursively enumerable set is a normal
set (one derived in his normal anoni al system) and therefore normal sets are
formally equivalent to re ursively enumerable sets.
Post used the terms \e e tively enumerable set" and \generated set" almost inter hangeably, for \the orresponding intuitive on ept." Post [ 1944, p. 285℄ (like
Chur h [1936℄) formally de ned a set of positive integers to be omputably enumerable (formerly \re ursively enumerable") if it is the range of a omputable fun tion.
Post [1944℄, p. 286℄ explained his informal on ept of a \generated set" (\e e tively
enumerable set") of positive integers this way,
\SuÆ e it to say that ea h element of the set is at some time written
down, and earmarked as belonging to the set, as a result of predetermined e e tive pro esses. It is understood that on e an element is
pla ed in the set, it stays there."
Post then [p. 286℄ restated his thesis from [1943℄ that \every generated set of positive integers is re ursively enumerable," [the itali s are Post's℄ and he remarked
that \this may be resolved into the two statements: every generated set is e e tively enumerable, every e e tively enumerable set of positive integers is re ursively
enumerable." Post ontinued, \their onverses are immediately seen to be true."
This is sometimes referred to as \Post's Thesis."

1.2. Post Initiates the Study of C.E. Sets in 1944. Explaining .e. sets in
terms of the quote above, and using his normal anoni al system when ne essary for
mathemati al pre ision, Post [1944℄ introdu ed several fundamental themes whi h
have deeply in uen ed the subje t ever sin e.
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1.1. Clear, informal style, using the Chur h-Turing Thesis.
Up to that time, the papers by Kleene and others had been written in terms
of the Godel equational al ulus or the Kleene s hemata I{VI. (See Soare [1987,
Ch. I℄.) Post explained everything in a very lear, informal style, using informal
des riptions as we do today, and relying on Post's Thesis above or the Chur hTuring Thesis to onvert these, if ne essary, to formal de nitions of .e. sets. This
approa h greatly stimulated interest in the topi of .e. sets whi h had previously
been largely ignored.
Theme 1.2. (Dynami ) stage by stage omputable onstru tion of .e. sets.
Post moved signi antly beyond the stati on eption of .e. sets in Chur h and
Kleene [1936℄ to a dynami , stage by stage onstru tion of .e. sets, mu h like the
pro ess by whi h a modern digital omputer performs its task. This is se ond nature
to us now with our desktop omputers, but it is not the way most mathemati s was
done in Post's time. It is far easier to follow than a formal mathemati al de nition
in terms of Kleene's six s hemata. From now on we use the term \dynami " to refer
to theorems whi h use a stage by stage onstru tion in their proofs, but are not
ne essarily stated in dynami terms as we dis uss below, and we use the term \very
dynami " for those su h as the New Extension Theorem 5.1 whi h use dynami
properties even in their statements.
Theme 1.3. The study of redu ibilities and relative omputability.
Post brought to a broad audien e the de nition of Turing redu ibility from
Turing [1939℄, where it had been obs urely pla ed in the middle of a long paper on
another topi . Post augmented it by introdu ing several stronger redu ibilities su h
as 1-redu ible, m-redu ible, tt-redu ible, wtt-redu ible, in addition to Turing's Tredu ible. These were easier to understand than T-redu ible, and Post related them
to lasses of .e. sets he de ned, su h as reative, simple, h-simple, and hh-simple.
His aim was to better understand how the information in a set A an be oded into
and re overed from another set B .
Theme 1.4. Post's Problem.
Post posed his famous Post's Problem, of whether there exists a .e. set A,
non omputable but su h that A is stri tly T -redu ible to K = fe : e 2 We g: In
a subsequent paper, Post [1948℄, Post introdu ed the notion of two sets having
the same degree of unsolvability if ea h is Turing redu ible to the other. Thus,
his problem an be stated as whether there is any degree of a .e. set other than
0, the degree of the omputable sets, and 00, the degree of K . All this work on
redu ibilities, degrees, and oding of information had great impa t.
Theme 1.5. Relationship between set theoreti properties of .e. sets and their
degrees.
Post approa hed his problem by trying to nd a relationship between the (Turing) degree of .e. set A and its stru ture as a set, measured either with respe t
to set in lusion, or equivalently with respe t to the epsilon relation for \being an
element of." For example, Post de ned a .e. set A to be simple if A is in nite, but
ontains no in nite .e. set. Post gave a dynami onstru tion of a simple set and
showed that su h a set was in omplete with respe t to a ertain stronger redu ibility, known as m-redu ibility. We refer to Post's Program as the program to nd
Theme
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onne tions between a .e. set and its degree. This program had great in uen e,
for example in the maximal set results by Yates, Sa ks, and Martin in the 1960's
and many later results.
It was only later that Myhill [1956℄ noti ed that the olle tion of .e. sets forms
a latti e E under in lusion, but interestingly enough, almost all of the .e. sets
introdu ed by Post were later shown to be de nable in the latti e E . First, it is
easy to see that the notion of being a nite set is de nable (Soare, [1987, Ch X℄),
so it does not matter whether we onsider E or E  , the latti e modulo nite sets.
For A 2 E let A denote its equivalen e lass in E  .
Post's simple set is learly E  -de nable. Of Post's other sets, hh-simple and reative are E  -de nable (as later proved by La hlan and Harrington, respe tively, see
Soare [1987℄), but only h-simple is not. Post's Program laun hed in his 1944 paper
was to nd onne tions between the set theoreti stru ture (usually the E -stru ture)
of a .e. set A and its (Turing) degree. This has had great in uen e on resear h
ever sin e.
Convention. From now on all sets and degrees will .e. unless otherwise stated.

2. Maximal Sets and Automorphisms
In 1956 Myhill alled attention to the stru ture of the .e. sets under in lusion,
E = (fWe ge2! ; ); and noted that indeed it forms a latti e, although the latti e
relations [ , and \ , and greatest element !, and ;, are all de nable over E from
, so to build an automophism, it suÆ es to deal only with in lusion. Myhill
also asked whether there is a maximal set, namely a set maximal in the in lusion
ordering modulo nite sets, (E  ;  ).
2.1. Maximal Sets and the Stru ture of E .
Definition 2.1. A oin nite .e. set A is maximal if there is no .e. set W
su h that W \ A and W \ A are both in nite. Equivalently, A is maximal i A
is a oatom (maximal element) in E  .
At the large and memorable Cornell logi meeting in 1957, Friedberg presented
his onstru tion of a maximal set [1958℄, done shortly after his solution of Post's
problem [1957℄. Maximal sets then be ame the obje t of intense study for several
reasons: they were oatoms of E  and hen e the building blo ks for more ompliated latti es of supersets, they were the ultimate realization of Post's sear h for
sets with thin omplements; their degrees were very interesting, as we now see.
Tennenbaum onje tured that every maximal set is omplete, but Sa ks [1964℄
refuted this by building an in omplete maximal set. Yates [1965℄ built a omplete
maximal set. Martin ompleted this thread with a beautiful hara terization of the
Turing degrees (information ontent) of maximal sets.
Definition 2.2. A
.e. set A is high (low) if its Turing jump A0 T ;00
0
0
(A T ; ), and the degree of a set A, written deg(A), is high or low a ording
as A is. (See Soare [1987, Ch. III℄.)
Theorem 2.3 (Martin, 1968). The degrees of maximal sets are exa tly the high
degrees.
Extending from maximal sets to those with the next thinnest omplements, the
hh-simple sets, La hlan then proved a orresponding theorem.
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2.4. (i) Let L(A) = fW : A  W g the latti e of supersets of A.
(ii) Let E (S ) = fW \ S : W .e. g the latti e of .e. sets restri ted to S , where
S is not ne essarily .e.
Noti e that for A .e. there is a natural isomorphism between L(A) and E (A).
Theorem 2.5 (La hlan, 1968). (i) A
.e. set A is hh-simple i L(A) is a
Boolean algebra.
(ii) The degrees of hh-simple sets are exa tly the high degrees.
For (ii) it had been known that hh-simple sets are high. La hlan used Martin's
method to prove that for every hh-simple set B and every high degree d, there is
an hh-simple A 2 d su h that L(A) 
= L(B ), whi h is stronger than (ii).
Definition

2.2. Felix Klein's Erlanger Programm. Another mathemati al prede essor of the present paper is the emphasis on automorphism of a stru ture introdu ed
by Felix Klein. When he was appointed to his professorship at the University of Erlangen his inaugural spee h was devoted to a new approa h to geometry. He argued
that one should hara terize a stru ture by those properties whi h remain invariant
under all transformations whi h preserve the stru ture. This had a profound e e t
on the development of geometry.
In omputability theory, by the later 1960's the stru ture of E was better understood, and people began asking about the automorphisms of E . Several of these
questions were stated in Rogers book [1967℄ su h as: \Is every automorphism of E 
indu ed by one of E ?" \Is reativity invariant under Aut(E )?" Martin and La hlan
asked whether any two maximal sets are automorphi , namely are they in the same
orbit?
2.3. Stati Automorphisms in Mathemati s. Automorphisms of a given
stru ture now play a very important role in many bran hes of mathemati s, for
example, group theory, eld theory and many others. When an algebraist builds
an automorphism  of a ountable obje t su h as a group G = fg0 ; g1 ; g3 ; : : : g; he
usually starts with an element g0 , pi ks out a suitable image gh(0) and ontinues.
Even if he does not use a step by step approa h, he still views the elements of G
as indivisible whole obje ts. He usually does not olle t some information on \part
of" gn during the pro ess as we do here.
Sin e E = (fWn gn2! ; ) is so ompli ated, here we have no idea how to pi k out
for an arbitrary Wn an image Wh(n) of the same elementary 1-type, mu h less how
to ontinue the pro ess to make  total, onto, and an automorphism. Hen e, we are
for ed to take the partial information o ered about Wn;s during the onstru tion
and use it to build our approximation Wn;s at stage s to the image Wn = (Wn ).
2.4. Dynami Automorphisms for C.E. Sets. Every omputable permutation of ! produ es a trivial automorphism of E , but the rst nontrivial automorphism was onstru ted by Martin (unpublished, see Soare [1987, p. 345℄) who
showed that hypersimpli ity is noninvariant, the only one of Post's properties to be
noninvariant. A mu h more ompli ated method was ne essary for more general automorphisms and was given by Soare who answered the pre eding Martin-La hlan
question with the next result.
Theorem 2.6 (Soare, 1974). If A and B are any two maximal sets then there
is an automorphism  of E mapping A to B .
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We defer a detailed dis ussion of the proof until x6, but we give here a little
intuition. To approa h this problem we annot use a stati automorphism, like the
algebraist, but rather we need a dynami approa h to building the automorphism
. Given a set U we must build a set Ub for (U ), enumerating elements in Ub as
more and more are enumerated in A, B , and U .
For ea h automorphism theorem we x some simultaneous omputable enumeration of all the sets under onsideration, and let Xs denote the nite set of
elements enumerated in X by the end of stage s. With respe t to this simultaneous
enumeration, de ne
(1)

X n Y = fx : (9s)[x 2 Xs Ys ℄g;

X & Y = (X n Y ) \ Y:
If elements x enter U n A, threatening to make jU Aj = 1, then we must
enumerate some elements y into Ub n B toward making jUb n B j = 1 also. Now the
opponent an move su h y into B ensuring jUb & B j = 1. But we must mat h
ea h su h y with an x 2 U \ A (and the opponent may arrange that jA & U j = ;.)
Hen e, in general we will need to guarantee that we an satisfy a overing property
su h as:

(2)

(3)

jUb & B j = 1 =) jU & Aj = 1:

To see the ne essity of a ondition like (3), suppose that B is simple and A is
nonsimple with an in nite set U  A. Now U n A in nite for es Ub n B in nite,
but the opponent enumerates B to for e Ub & B in nite, while U \ A = ;.
This is only a very weak version of the overing that is needed, and then after
that we need an extension theorem like Theorem 5.1 to guarantee that the overing
is suÆ ient to produ e an automorphism, as we develop in x5.
The main thing to take away from this se tion is that dynami ally building
an automorphism from say, U1 , : : : Un , to Ub1 , : : : , Ubn , involves moving elements
around on a giant Venn diagram with 2n pie es, and trying to guarantee that one
pie e (state) is well-resided (o upied by in nitely many permanent residents) i
the orresponding pie e on the other side is well-resided. The onditions like (3),
(1), and (2), often involve the dynami ow of elements from one well-visited state
to another in the Venn diagram, where a pie e (state) is well-visited if in nitely
many elements rest there at least temporarily.
Definition 2.7. We say that a onstru tion like Post's is dynami if it involves
a stage by stage onstru tion, like most in omputability theory, and very dynami
if it requires notions like (3), (1), and (2) whi h involve the ow of elements.
We will examine this in more detail later. However, with this brief glimpse at
very dynami properties, let us look at the surprising role they play in de nability
results.

3. Very Dynami Aspe ts of De nable Properties.
For properties like Post's simple or hh-simple set, the de nition and onsequen es are entirely stati even though the onstru tion may be dynami . In the
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last two de ades there arose a new lass of proofs whi h relate a property P (A),
whi h is E -de nable (and therefore entirely stati ), to other stati aspe ts su h as
deg(A), but the onne tion is entirely via ertain very dynami properties regarding
the ow in a Venn diagram as above.
During the 1970's and early 1980's resear hers had been trying to use the
automorphism method to show that reative sets were not invariant, by taking a
reative set A to a non reative set B by an automorphism. Harrington analyzed the
failure of these attempts and started an entirely new line of E -de nable properties,
whose stati de nitions for e some very dynami behavior.

3.1. The De ning Property for Creative Sets. Post [1944℄ de ned a .e.
set C to be reative if there is a partial omputable fun tion su h that
(8e)[We  C =) (e) #

2 C We ℄

It follows by Myhill's Theorem (see Soare [1987, p. 43℄) that C is reative i C
is m- omplete, i.e., We m C for every e, or equivalently K m C for the Godel
omplete set K . Although these properties of C at rst appear to be very far from
being E -de nable, Harrington (see Soare [1987, p. 339℄) exhibited the following
E -de nable property CRE(A) whi h de nes C being reative.
Theorem

3.1 (Harrington). A .e. set A is reative i

CRE(A): (9C  A)(8B  C )(9R)[R is omputable
& R \ C is non omputable & R \ A = R \ B ℄;

(4)
(5)

where all variables range over E .

We may represent the property CRE(A) as a two person game in the sense of
La hlan [1970℄ between the 9-player ( alled RED, the de nability player) who plays
the .e. sets C , R (the red sets) and the 8-player ( alled BLUE, the automorphism
player) who plays the .e. set B (the blue set).
Theorem

3.2 (Blue). If CRE(A) then K m A so A is reative.

Proof. (Sket h). Suppose CRE(A). We may visualize R as dividing the
universe ! into two halves and on the R half we visualize in the Venn diagram the
following states ( orresponding roughly to e-states) 1 = R \ C , 2 = R \ (C B ),
3 = R \ (B A), 4 = R \ A. The stati ondition CRE(A) for es ertain dynami
properties of the sets as follows. The ondition that R \ C is non omputable means
that R C is not .e. so there must be an in nite .e. set of elements, say fxn gn2! ,
whi h move from state 1 to state 2 . De ne (n) = xn . If n enters K , then
enumerate (n) in B , from whi h the se ond onjun t of (5) eventually for es that
(n) 2 A, so xn passes from 1 to 2 to 3 to 4 in that order. If n 2 K then xn
remains in 2 forever. Hen e, K m A via . For more details see Harrington-Soare
[1998℄.

3.2. The Property Q(A) Guaranteeing In ompleteness. In 1991 Harrington and Soare gave an E -de nable solution to Post's problem by produ ing an
E -de nable property Q(A) whi h guarantees that A is non omputable and in omplete. It produ es a mu h slower dynami ow into A whi h prevents A from being
prompt and hen e omplete.
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Definition 3.3. (i) A oin nite .e. set A is promptly simple if there is a
omputable fun tion p and a omputable enumeration f As gs2! of A su h that for
every e,
(6)
We in nite =) (9s) (9x) [x 2 We; at s \ Ap(s)℄:
(ii) An .e. set A is prompt if A has promptly simple degree namely, A T B
for some promptly simple set B , and an .e. degree is prompt if it ontains a prompt
set.
(iii) An .e. set or degree whi h is not prompt is tardy.
By the Promptly Simple Degree Theorem, see Theorem XIII.1.7(iii) of Soare
[1987℄, a set A being prompt is equivalent to the following property. Let fAs gs2!
be any omputable enumeration of A. Then there is a omputable fun tion p su h
that for all s, p(s)  s, and for all e,

(7)
We in nite =) (91 x) (9s) [x 2 We; at s & As x 6= Ap(s) x℄;
namely in nitely often A \promptly permits" on some element x 2 We .
Definition 3.4. (i) A subset A  C is a major subset of C (written A m C )
if C A is in nite and for all e,
C  We =) A  We :
(Note that if A m C then both A and C are non omputable.)
(ii) A  B if there exists C su h that A t C = B (i.e. A [ C = B and A \ C = ;).
Theorem 3.5 (Harrington-Soare, 1991). There is a property Q(A) whi h guarantees that A is tardy and hen e, A <T K , and whi h holds of some non omputable
set.
De ne the property: Q(A) : (9C )Am C (8B  C )(9D  C )(8S )SC [
[B \ (S A) = D \ (S A)℄
=) (9T )[C  T & A \ (S \ T ) = B \ (S \ T )℄℄:

(8)
(9)

3.6. If Q(A) then A is in omplete ( i.e., A 6T K ).
Proof. (Sket h only, see Harrington-Soare [1991℄ for details.) We may visualize the property Q(A) as a two person game in the sense of La hlan [1970℄ between
the 9-player (RED) who plays the .e. sets A, C , D and T and the 8-player (BLUE)
who plays the .e. sets B and S . For simpli ity ignore all the sets but C , D, B ,
and A, sin e the others are ne essary only to give us a suitable domain on whi h to
play the following strategy. Visualize C  D  B  A, and let 1 ; 2 ; : : : 5 denote
the di eren es of .e. sets ( alled d. .e. sets): ! C , C D, D B , B A, A
respe tively, but viewed dynami ally like e-states, so an element an pass from i
to j , i < j . The oversimpli ed Q(A) property now asserts that if BLUE plays:
(8)0 D = B on A, then RED will play: (9)0 B = A. In parti ular, if both players
are following their best strategies, then for an element x to enter A, it must pass
through the  -states in the order 1 ; 2 ; : : : 5 as proved in Harrington-Soare [1991℄.
However, the set B a ts like a wall of restraint, like the minimal pair restraint of
La hlan and Yates in Soare [1987, p. 153℄. When presented with an x 2 D B ,
BLUE may hold x as long as he likes, but must eventually put x into B at whi h
point RED is free to put x into A but not before. This implies that A is tardy
Theorem
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(i.e., not of promptly simple degree, see Ambos-Spies, Jo kus h, Shore, and Soare
in Soare [1987, p. 284℄ or [1987, Chap III℄, so A is in omplete.
Furthermore, Harrington-Soare [1996b℄ have dis overed that Q(A) imposes a
mu h stronger tardiness property on A ( alled 2-tardy) whi h helps us lassify those
sets whi h an be oded into any nontrivial orbit.
There are other E -de nable properties su h as T (A) in Harrington-Soare [1998℄
whi h guarantee that A is omplete and whi h an hold of promptly simple sets.
This works by ensuring the existen e of a state 1 (of elements) in A whi h is well
resided, but from whi h it is legal to move any element to some s inside of A for
oding K T A. There is also a property NL(A) whi h ensures that A is not low
even though it an be low2 and promptly simple. It a hieves this by for ing an
in nite stream of elements to move through a sequen e of states to over ome any
fun tion whi h is a andidate to prove lowness. (See Harrington-Soare [1998a℄ on
NL(A) for details.)
The on lusion to draw is that not only do de nable properties a t in opposition
to automorphisms, ea h limiting the power of the other, but now the battle eld on
whi h they ompete is that of very dynami properties, an arena not obvious from
the stati de nitions of E -de nable properties.

4. Building an Automorphism of E
We x two opies of the integers, ! and !b and a standard listing fUn g of the
.e. sets on the !-side and fVn g on the !b -side, whi h we view as being played by
the opponent, alled RED . During our dynami onstru tion we, Player BLUE,
must onstru t sets fUn g for the f!b g-side, and fVn g for the !-side whi h meet the
following ondition, (10) and usually the stronger ondition (11).
4.1. De nitions of e-states.
Definition 4.1. (i) Given two sequen es of .e. sets fXn gn2! and fYn gn2! ,
de ne  (e; x), the full e-state of x with respe t to (w.r.t.) fXn gn2! and fYn gn2!
to be the triple he; (e; x);  (e; x)i, where
(e; x) = fi : i  e & x 2 Xi g;  (e; x) = fi : i  e & x 2 Yi g:
(ii) If x 2 ! we measure  (e; x) with respe t to fUn gn2! and fVbn gn2! , and if
x^ 2 !b we measure b(e; x^) with respe t to fUbn gn2! and fVn gn2! . If  (e; x) =  we
say x is in e-state  and likewise for x^ and b(e; x^).
(iii) If Un;s , Vbn;s , n; s 2 ! is a omputable approximation to Un , Vbn , then we
de ne  (e; x; s) as above, but with Un, Vbn repla ed by Un;s , Vbn;s and likewise for
b(e; x^; s) with respe t to Ubn;s and Vn;s .
Definition 4.2. (i) The well-resided e-states on the ! -side and !
b -side respe tively are
Ke = f : (91 x)[ (e; x) =  ℄g; Kbe = f : (91 x^)[b(e; x^) =  ℄g:
(ii) The well-visited states are
Me = f : (91 x)[ (e; x; s) =  ℄g; Me = f : (91 x^)[ (e; x^; s) =  ℄g:
S
(iii) For the !-side the well-resided states are K = e2! Ke , the well-visited states
S
are M = e2! Me , and similarly de ne Kb and M for the !b side.
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The pi ture is now very simple. The e-states  measure boxes in the Venn
diagram of ! partitioned by Un , Vbn, n  3 e, giving 22e+2 partitions or full estates, and likewise for the !b -side. To ensure that  is an automorphism it is
ne essary and suÆ ient to ensure that every full e-state  is well-resided on the
!-side i the orresponding full e-state b is well-resided on the !b -side, namely i
(10)
K = Kb :
In pra ti e, we a hieve (10) by a hieving the somewhat stronger ondition,
(11)
M = M and N = Nb ;
where the set N (Nb ) onsists of those  2 M(M) whi h are \emptied out" during
the onstru tion in the sense that almost all elements in  are moved, either by
RED or BLUE, to another state. Clearly, the well-resided states K are exa tly
those states  whi h are well-visited ( 2 M) but not emptied out ( 62 N ). Hen e,
(12)
K = M N & Kb = M Nb :
Thus, the primary strategy for the automorphism player, BLUE, is to opy the
moves of RED, namely rst to opy the well visited states to make M = M and
then to empty out a state if RED empties out the orresponding state.

4.2. Building an Automorphism on a Tree. If we pro eed as in x4.1 as
for Soare's original proof of Theorem 6.5 we produ e an e e tive automorphism in
the sense that the automorphism is presented by a omputable map on indi es of
.e. sets. It is more powerful to ombine the automorphism method with La hlan's
method of trees to produ e, not e e tive automorphisms, but 03 -automorphisms as
introdu ed by Harrington-Soare [1996 ℄ and Cholak [1995℄. These are mu h more
versatile, as we shall see.
The priority tree T onsists of nodes de ned roughly as follows. Suppose node
2 T . We put nodes = bhk ; M ; N i in T where sets M and N have
approximately the meanings above, and k is the least n beyond whi h all elements
move only among well-visited states. We let f denote the true path of T and we
use a omputable approximation fs su h that f = lim inf s fs .
Ea h element x of the !-side is pla ed at the end of stage s on a node 2 T
denoted by (x; s). De ne the .e. set
(13)
Y ;s = fx : (9t  s)[ (x; t)  ℄g;
where  denotes that is an extension of on T . We omit most of the details
of T whi h an be found in Harrington-Soare [1996 , x2℄.
4.3. -states. For on eptual simpli ity we do as little a tion as possible at
ea h node 2 T . If j j  1 mod 5 (j j  2 mod 5), we onsider one new U set
(V set). If j j  3 mod 5 (j j  4 mod 5), we onsider new -states  (^ ) whi h
may be non well-resided on Y (Yb ). If  0 mod 5 we make no new ommitments
for the automorphism ma hinery but we may perform a tion for some additional
requirement (su h as oding information into B ). We shall arrange that for all
n 2 ! that for  f ,
(14)
j j = 5n + 1 =) U = Un; and
(15)
j j = 5n + 2 =) V = Vn:
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We let U and Ub (V and Vb ) be unde ned if j j 6 1 mod 5 (j j 6 2 mod 5). We
let e (^e ) orrespond to n in (14) (respe tively (15)). Namely, de ne e = e^ = 1
and if j j  1 mod 5 then let e = e + 1, and otherwise let e = e . De ne
e^ similarly with j j  2 mod 5 in pla e of j j  1 mod 5. Hen e, e > e
(^e > e^ ) i j j  1 mod 5 (j j  2 mod 5).
Definition 4.3. An
-state is a triple h ; ;  i where   f0; : : : ; e g and
  f0; : : : ; e^ g. The only -state is  1 =< ; ;; ;i.
The onstru tion will produ e a simultaneous omputable enumeration U ;s ,
V ;s , Ub ;s , Vb ;s, for 2 T and s 2 !, of these r.e. sets whi h we use in the following
de nition.
Definition 4.4. (i) The
-state of x at stage s,  ( ; x; s), is the triple
h ; ( ; x; s);  ( ; x; s)i where
( ; x; s) = fe :  & e > e & x 2 U ;s g;

 ( ; x; s) = fe^ :  & e^ > e^ & x 2 Vb ;s g:
(ii) The nal -state of x is  ( ; x) = h ; ( ; x);  ( ; x)i where ( ; x) =
lims ( ; x; s) and  ( ; x) = lims  ( ; x; s).
4.4. Templates as a Guide. For 2 T we refer to the various obje ts, assoiated with , M ; N ; and k as templates1 be ause from this information alone
an enumerate the appropriate sets (during those stages when is a essible,
namely  fs ). If is on the true path then these sets will be orre t.
The ru ial point of the template-tree method is that ea h node 2 T at a
given level works ompletely independently, a ting only when it is a essible, and
using its templates as a guide to its a tion.
To relativize the templates to A (A) means to restri t to only those states in
A (A) respe tively, and similarly for B and B . For example, MA and N A refer to
the well-visited and nonwell-resided -states of A, respe tively.
4.5. Skeletons and Enumerations.
Definition 4.5. An array of .e. sets fUn gn2! is a skeleton (basis ) (for E ) if
(8e)(9n)[Un = We ℄:
Definition 4.6. (i) Given tree T with true path f 2 [T ℄, an enumeration E
for T is a simultaneous omputable enumeration of .e. sets U ; V ; and Ub , Vb ,
for 2 T , su h that fU g f and fV g f are both skeletons.
(ii) Let  = f (0) and let A = U and B = Ub (the rst sets to be mat hed as
in the Automorphism Theorem, Theorem 6.5).
(iii)
E
M = f : (91 x)(9s)[ ( ; x; s) =  & x 2 Y ;s ℄g;
and E M is de ned similarly on !b -side.
1 The Merriam-Webster Collegiate Di tionary de nes \template" as a \gauge, pattern, or
mold used as a guide to the form of a pie e being made; a mole ule (as of DNA) that serves as
a pattern for the generation of another ma romole ule (as messenger RNA)." We have arefully
hosen the this word to explain our on ept after exploring many others with similar meaning,
su h as \blueprint." This onveys an important intuition into the entire automorphism ma hinery.
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(iv) An enumeration E 0 is an extension of an enumeration E if S  S 0 for ea h
set S = U ; V ; Ub ; Vb of E and the orresponding set S 0 = U 0 ; V 0 ; Ub 0 ; Vb 0 of E 0 .
There is a deliberate ambiguity in the templates. For example, the template

M is used to represent an abstra t blueprint whi h uses to build the ow of

elements into Y and it is also used to denote the a tual ow,
E
M = f : (91 x)(9s)[ ( ; x; s) =  & x 2 Y ;s ℄g;
For  f these will be the same. Stri tly speaking, the templates have the former
meaning and we must atta h the left hand supers ript E to denote the latter, but
we will omit this supers ript when there is no danger of onfusion and write merely
M to denote the a tual ow when the intended E is lear.

Definition 4.7. Given an enumeration E with true path f de ne for ea h set
of templates, M ; K ; N , 2 T , the \join" along the true path f ,

[

[

Sf = fS :  f g and Sbf = fSb :  f g:
where S denotes M ; K ; N , or other -templates.

(16)

Convention 4.8. For xed E and f we often drop the subs ript f from Sf in
De nition 4.7 and simply write S .

Note that S is not stri tly a template but rather an in nite set of templates
S , but it enables us to simplify the statements of onditions be ause
S = Sb () (8  f )[S = Sb ℄:2
Definition

4.9. For a xed enumeration E de ne two other sets,

G A = f : (91 x)(9s)[x 2 As+1 As &  =  ( ; x; s)℄g;
GbB = f : (91 x^)(9s)[x 2 Bs+1 Bs &  =  ( ; x^; s)℄g:
Think of G A as a \gatekeeper set" onsisting of nodes  2 MA from whi h

in nitely many elements x leave to enter A.

5. The New Extension Theorem
The main tool for almost our results on automorphisms is the following.
Theorem 5.1 (New Extension Theorem (N.E.T.)). If an enumeration E satis es both:
[Stati equality of states of A=B ℄, and
(T1) KA = Kb B ;
A
B
b
(T2) G = G ;
[Covering℄,
then A ' B by an enumeration F whi h extends E .
2 The dire tion from right to left holds be ause for every
<L f the set U nite, and for
every >L f we dis ard ea h -set in nitely often. Therefore, ea h -set S , 6 f , may be
taken to be nite, where S is a variable ranging over U ; V ; Ub ; Vb . Hen e M and all its
subset templates are empty for 6 f . Therefore, the equation (16) ould have been de ned with
(8 2 T ) in pla e of (8  f ).
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Remark 5.2. (i) (T1) implies that L(A) 
= L(B ), and hen e ensures the equality between the stati (well-resided) states of A and B .
(ii) (T2) asserts intuitively that A (exa tly) overs B in the sense that if in nitely many elements enter B from a state b of B then in nitely many must enter
A from the same state  and onversely.3
(iii) Of the two onditions, (T2), is mu h more re ognizable, and of ourse, both
are ne essary, but satisfying (T1) is in general mu h more deli ate and requires the
more ingenious onstru tion.
(iv) We normally satisfy (T1) above by satisfying the stronger dynami ondition,

(T1) 0

(MA ;

N A) = (MB ; Nb B ):

[Dynami mat hing of A and B ℄

(v) In many ases, for example if A and B are promptly simple or maximal, we
satisfy (T2) by satisfying both (T1) 0 and
(T2) 0

MA = G A

&

MB = GbB :

[Auto over℄

(vi) For simpli ity of exposition, we have deliberately not stated the N.E.T.
in its strongest form. See the General Extension Theorem, Theorem 6.9, (G.E.T.)
whi h has the same proof.
Note that Condition (T1)0 implies (T1) be ause KA = MA N A as in (12).
However, (T1)0 is mu h stronger than (T1) be ause it asserts that the orresponden e is not merely a stati one at the end of the onstru tion, but a dynami one
des ribing orresponding states during the onstru tion.
Sin e we always have G A  MA and likewise for B , ondition (T2)0 asserts that
A
G is as large as possible, whi h we all the Auto over ase be ause A (or more
pre isely G A) is dynami ally overing its own omplement A (or more pre isely
MA ). In the presen e of (T1)0, note that (T2)0 easily implies (T2) by transitivity
of equality. Hen e,
(17)
[(T 1)0 & (T 2)0 ℄ =) [(T 1) & (T 2)℄ =) A ' B:

In fa t, most automorphisms, both e e tive and 03 , have been built to satisfy
(T1)0 and (T2)0 rather than merely (T1) and (T2). One of the most tempting
pitfalls in the subje t, leading to several false onje tures, has been the following
fa t.
(18)
(T 1) & (T 2)0 =6 ) A ' B:
It is very tempting, for example, to assert that if two promptly simple sets, A
and B , satisfy L(A) 
= L(B ) then A ' B , but that is false. For a ounterexample
see Harrington and Soare [1998, p. 123℄ where B is low, A is low2 with L(A) 
=
L(B ) 
= E , and A and B are promptly simple, but A 6' B .
3 In the earlier e e tive Extension Theorem ma hinery this was stated in a form that for
su h  in B there must be  0   meaning that 0   and  0   , but in the HarringtonSoare 03 -ma hinery we have equality of well visited states on A and B whi h makes the overing
hypothesis (T2) mu h simpler than the old set of hypotheses in Soare [1987, 352{353℄.
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5.1. Duality. One of the beautiful things about studying automorphisms of

E , espe ially with the 03 -method, is the duality between the ! and !b sides. The
hypotheses (T1) and (T2) ensure that KA = Kb B and G A = GbB . These properties
ensure that for any template S de ned from them we have,
(19)
S = Sb
[Duality℄
where the \dual" Sb is obtained from S by repla ing !, U , and Vb by !b , Ub , and

V , respe tively.
In the following we will de ne various templates, su h as W , C , and D .
We will show that various properties on A, su h as non omputability, promptly
simpli ity, promptness, simpli ity, imply various orresponding properties for these
templates, and will immediately on lude that the dual template has the same
properties. This is exa tly what is needed for the oding in Theorems 7.1, 7.2, 7.5,
and others.
5.2. Advantages of the New Extension Theorem. There are a number
of advantages of the New Extension Theorem over the old Extension Theorem in
Soare [1987, p. 352℄.
1. Compared to the old Extension Theorem, this New Extension Theorem is
more powerful and versatile, produ ing 03 -automorphisms. These apply, for
example, to Theorem 7.1 that any non omputable .e. set is automorphi to
a high one, whi h e e tive automorphisms do not. The fa t that the New
Extension Theorem an be done on a tree while the old one annot makes
it mu h more appli able.
2. The N.E.T. an be applied wherever the old Extension Theorem applies,
ex ept that now we produ e a 03 -automorphism instead of an e e tive one.
However, this slightly weaker on lusion is usually of little importan e ompared to extra versatility.
3. The two new hypotheses, while similar to the old ones, are mu h more
ompa t and simple to state. This omes partly from the tree notation, and
partly from the fa t that the Harrington-Soare method ensures equality of
states in M so we do not have to use inequalities to state the \ over" and
\ o- over" properties as in Soare [1987, p. 352℄.
The New Extension Theorem has the following advantages over the plain Harrington-Soare 03 -automorphism method [1996 ℄ on whi h it is based.
1. The Harrington-Soare 03 -method was designed for the appli ations in that
paper and a few others, so the most general statement is the Automorphism
Theorem [1996 , p. 633℄, whi h refers to the details of the onstru tion there
and says roughly that any variation of the onstru tion whi h satis es four
onditions, stated in terms of that onstru tion, produ es an automorphism
of E . This makes it less portable than N.E.T. to another user or even to the
authors themselves who need N.E.T. in their proof (Harrington-Soare [ta℄)
that L1 is not invariant. To apply it one must get into the details of the
onstru tion.
2. Other users and the authors themselves who wished to apply a modi ed or
extended version of the Harrington-Soare 03 -method had to write things
like, \Go to page 631 of Harrington-Soare, hange this to that, and then
modify the lemmas as follows." Now the referen e an just be the statement
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of the N.E.T., a statement external to the the steps of the onstru tion, and
the reader need not go into the onstru tion at all.
Of ourse, the N.E.T. is proved with the Harrington-Soare 03 -method, so the
proof does not require a ompletely new method, but now we do not have to reapply
the latter to build the automorphism taking A to B . However, we often still use
the 03 -method to satisfy (T1), namely guaranteeing the isomorphism from A to
B.

6. Type 1 Automorphisms: Where We Are Given Both A And B
We now begin a number of appli ations of the New Extension Theorem to give
simple proofs of theorems in the literature. These are only proof sket hes, but are
nearly full proofs. In these proofs the ideas of the proof may be the same as in the
original author's papers, but the presentations are re ast in the more general N.E.T.
framework for greater perspi uity, and from the N.E.T. we an give shorter, leaner
proofs than from the original Soare Extension Theorem whi h all the authors used.
6.1. Promptly Simple Low Sets. Let's begin to translate normal properties
of omputability theory into the abstra t template properties used in the N.E.T.
Lemma 6.1 (Maass, 1981). If we are given an enumeration E and a promptly
simple set A then we an nd an new enumeration F whi h speeds up the enumeration of A, leaves the enumeration of all other sets alone, and satis es (T2) 0 :
G A = MA.
es : s 2 !g be the enumeration of A in E . For ea h 2 MA
Proof. Let fA
and ea h -state  we will de ne a .e. set Z whi h has Kleene index Wh( ) for a
omputable fun tion h. Whenever a new element x appears in state  at stage s of
enumeration E , we put x into Z at stage s, wait for the rst t su h that x 2 Wh( );t
and ompute Aep(t). Let u be the maximum of these p(t) over all su h  at s, and
de ne As = Aep(u) .
Theorem 6.2 (Soare, 1982). If A is low (or even if A is merely semilow), then
L (A) 
= E  by an isomorphism e e tive on indi es.
This theorem and other appli ations of lowness use the Lowness Lemma 6.3 and
(T3) below whose explanation requires a bit more notation. In the full HarringtonSoare 03 automorphism method [1996 , x2℄, the set N of states being emptied out
was split into the disjoint union N = R t B , where the nodes in R are being
emptied by RED and those in B by BLUE . We need R = B so that if RED
empties state  2 R then BLUE empties the same state in Bb on the !b -side. The
heart of the whole method is to prove R- onsisten y, namely
(20)
(80 2 R )(91 )[0 <R 1 & 1 2 M ℄;
If this holds, then by (19) (duality),
(21)
(8^0 2 Bb )(9^1 )[^0 <B ^1 & ^1 2 M ℄:
Hen e, if BLUE must empty out a state 0 2 M there is a state 1 2 M into
whi h he an move the elements.
To prove Theorem 6.2 we must essentially mat h A with B = !b so no elements
of B s ever leave B even if elements of As leave to enter A. Relativizing all the
previous templates to A, lowness allows us to prove the next lemma.
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Lemma 6.3 (Lowness Lemma). If A is low then the enumeration E an be arranged so that we have the following.

(T3)

(80 2 RA )(91 )[0 <R 1 & 1 2 MA ℄:

This means that if a state 0 of A is emptied by RED, he annot empty all
its elements into A, but must empty in nitely many into some other state 1 of A.
Hen e, on the !b -side BLUE an empty the state 0 of B into state 1 still in B .

(Sket h) For ea h state  2 MA hoose a marker . Using the Robinson lowness tri k in Soare [1987, pp. 224-228℄ ask whether Q : Z \ A 6= ; where Z
is the set of future positions of . Move to some x in  only when one exists and
the 00 -ora le says yes to Q. Hold x against any BLUE hanges so if 0 is emptied
by RED , he must move some su h x into a state 1 of A. Repeat with in nitely
many markers to get in nitely many su h x.
Sin e this is a result on L (A) rather than on automorphisms of A, Theorem 6.2
is not a e ted by the N.E.T., although the 03 -method gives a more perspi uous
proof for the none e tive ase.
Theorem 6.4 (Maass, 1981). If A and B are low and promptly simple then
A ' B.
0
Proof. By Lemma 6.1 we have (T2) . The proof of Theorem 6.2 guarantees
0
(T1) . Hen e, by N.E.T. we have A ' B .
Proof.

6.2. Automorphisms of Maximal Sets.
Theorem 6.5 (Soare, 1974). If A and B are maximal sets then A ' B .
Proof. We will modify the
xed enumeration fUn g to get a skeleton fUn0 g,
and then measure states  with respe t to the latter. Sin e A is maximal we have
for ea h W either W  A or W  A, namely that A obeys a zero-one law.
First, we an arrange that the enumeration of Un0 is order-preserving in the
sense that if an element, while in A, appears in both U00 and U10 then it appears in
U00 rst, namely that (U1 0 & U0 0 ) n A = ;.
Se ond, if an element x 2 As in state 1 enters Un, and if state 2 (20 ) orresponds to 1 together with Un (Un0 ), then we withhold x from Un0 either forever, or
until some new element y in state 2 enters A and put y into Un0 just before allowing
y to enter A. This guarantees (T2)0 in a very strong way be ause the element x is
not even allowed to enter state 20 while in A until a new witness in state 2 enters
A. This onstru tion guarantees (T1)0 and (T2)0 , and hen e the automorphism by
applying the N.E.T.
Remark 6.6. Although maximal sets may be either prompt or tardy, the previous proof shows that maximal sets are always promptly simple on a skeleton, and
hen e satisfy (T2)0 , the ru ial property for automorphisms.
Question 1. All the known examples automorphisms of type 1 (where A and
B are given and satisfy some property) require the Auto over (a kind of prompt
simpli ity) ondition (T2) 0 either dire tly or indire tly to guarantee (T2). Can one
nd examples of type 1 automorphisms whi h do not satisfy (T2)0 ?
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6.3. Automorphisms of Hyperhypersimple Sets. La hlan (Theorem 2.5)
proved that a set A is hh-simple i L(A) is a Boolean algebra. Maass realized that
the te hnique used for the maximal sets an be applied to hh-simple sets.
Theorem 6.7 (Maass, 1984). If A and B are both hyperhypersimple, and if
L(A) 
=03 L(B ), then A ' B .

0
Proof. There are 3 sequen es Xn and Yn su h that the orresponden e
Xn 7! Yn indu es the isomorphism L(A) 
=03 L(B ), and the Xn are disjoint on
A. The key point is that for ea h U and X , U satis es the 0-1 law on X \ A.
Hen e, the same proof as in the maximal set ase guarantees (T2)0 . Namely, when
an x in state 1 in As enters U , withhold it from state 20 until an element y in
state 2 enters A. If U \ X \ A = ; then the nite restraint will not matter. If
U  (X \ A) then every su h element will eventually be ome unrestrained.
While the pre eding theorem shows that for hh-simple sets the hypothesis
L(A) 
=03 L(B ) is suÆ ient for the automorphism, surprisingly it is also ne essary.
Theorem 6.8 (Cholak-Harrington, ta). If A and B are hh-simple and A ' B
then L(A) 
=03 L(B )
This redu es the problem of lassifying the automorphism types of hh-simple
sets to that of lassifying their L(A) whi h La hlan [1968℄ has done. (See Soare
[1987, p. 203℄.)
6.4. Hemi-Maximal Sets. Downey and Stob [1992, p. 237℄ de ned a set H
to be hemi-maximal if there are a maximal set M and disjoint non omputable .e.
sets A0 and A1 su h that H = A0 , and M = A0 t A1 is a Friedberg splitting. Let
t denote disjoint union. A disjoint splitting A = A0 t A1 is a Friedberg splitting
if W A not .e. implies W Ai not .e., i = 0; 1: It is easy to see (Downey and
Stob [1992, p. 239℄) that any nontrivial splitting of a maximal set is a Friedberg
splitting.
Downey and Stob showed that the hemi-maximal sets form an orbit, namely
any two are automorphi . To dedu e their theorem in the present ontext onsider
the following theorem whose proof is nearly identi al to that of the N.E.T.
Theorem 6.9 (General Extension Theorem (G.E.T.)). Suppose that
A = t1in Ai and B = t1in Bi . If an enumeration E satis es both:
(T1) KA = Kb B ;
[Stati equality of states of A=B ℄, and
A
B
i
i
b
(T2)i G = G ; for all i  n
[Covering℄,
then there is an enumeration F whi h extends E whi h witnesses Ai ' Bi , for all
i  n.
The proof is exa tly the same as for the N.E.T. ex ept that elements entering
A immediately enter a unique set Ai and play against those elements entering the
orresponding set Bi . The N.E.T. Theorem 5.1 and its proof bear the same relation
to G.E.T. as the original Friedberg-Mu hnik Theorem bears to the trivial extension
that there are in nitely many .e. sets of in omparable Turing degree (see Soare
[1987, p. 120℄).
Theorem 6.10 (Downey Stob, 1992). The hemi-maximal sets form an orbit.
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Proof. Let A and B be maximal and A = A0 t A1 and B = B0 t B1 . Now
by the proof of the Maximal Set Theorem 6.5, there is an enumeration E satisfying
(T1)0 and (T2)0 . By exa tly the same method as in the Maximal Set Theorem 6.5,
we an guarantee (T2)0i : G Ai = GbBi ; for all i  n, from whi h the theorem immediately follows by the General Extension Theorem 6.9.
Namely, as in the Maximal Set Theorem 6.5 if an element x 2 As in state 1
enters Un , and if state 2 (20 ) orresponds to 1 together with Un (Un0 ), then we
withhold x from Un0 either forever, or until some new element y in state 2 enters
A0 and a new element z in state 2 enters A1 . If U  A, in nitely many su h must
enter A, and by the Friedberg splitting of A into A0 and A1 , in nitely many su h
x must enter ea h of A0 and A1 .

Exa tly the same method may be used to show A0 ' B0 for any two sets A and
B whi h are automorphi using the 0-1 property as if the maximal set ase and and
whi h are then Friedberg into A0 t A1 and B0 t B1 . This in ludes hemi-maximal
sets, Friedberg splittings of hh-simple sets with L (A) 
=3 L )B ), Herrmann sets,
and others.
Question 2. In Theorem 6.10 we have seen one ase where Friedberg splittings
of automorphi sets are also automorphi . Whi h orbits have the property that for
any two sets A and B in the orbit and any Friedberg splittings A = A0 t A1 and
B = B0 t B1 we have A0 ' B0 ?
Question 3. Under what onditions on A alone is it true that any Friedberg
splitting A = A0 t A1 satis es A0 ' A1 ?
For example, if A is promptly simple and A = A0 t A1 is a Friedberg splitting,
then is A0 ' A1 ? At rst one might onje ture yes be ause: (1) it works for
maximal sets, and both maximal and promptly simple sets satisfy (T2)0 and hen e
(T2) for N.E.T.; (2) if the splitting is a prompt splitting in the sense of DowneyStob [1993a, p. 181℄ (as Friedberg's original splitting theorem was prompt) then
the onje ture is learly true. However, the Friedberg splitting ondition only
guarantees a ow from A to Ai and not a prompt one, so A0 may never get the
elements from A while they are in a desirable state  , and by the time they arrive
later, they may have hanged state. Some of these questions and others on splittings
were raised in Downey-Stob [1992℄, [1993℄, [1993b℄, who showed that all Friedberg
splittings of reative sets are automorphi .
Russell Miller turned these doubts into a theorem as follows. First he proved
that there is a promptly simple set A and a Friedberg splitting A = A0 t A1 su h
that A0 is tardy and A1 is prompt. Now by Theorem 7.5, A1 is automorphi to a
omplete set, but we need something a little stronger to on lude that A0 is not.
Miller invented a new E -de nable property for splittings like the Q(A) property of
Theorem 3.5 whi h guarantees that A0 is E -de nably tardy, and hen e that every
set in its orbit is in omplete.
Theorem 6.11 (Russell Miller, 2000). (i) There is an E -de nable property
R(A0 ; A1 ) whi h implies that A0 t A1 is a Friedberg splitting of A = A0 [ A1 and
implies that A0 is tardy.
(ii) There exists a .e. set A with a Friedberg splitting A = A0 t A1 su h that
all of the following hold: A is promptly simple of high degree; A1 has prompt degree;
and R(A0 ; A1 ) holds.
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It follows that A0 and A1 annot be automorphi .
Question 4. If we annot answer the pre eding questions positively with automorphisms, what kind of E -de nable properties an we exhibit like Russell Miller's
to refute their existen e? What other new de nable properties or variations on
existing ones an we nd to refute the existen e of automorphisms?
6.5. Low Simple Sets. The most general question remaining for type 1 automorphisms is this.
Question 5. Classify properties P (X ) (like those above) su h that P (A) and
P (B ) guarantee that A and B are automorphi .
Sin e this is an immense task, we restri t it in this se tion just to simple sets
and even more to low ones.
Question 6. If A and B are low simple sets, lassify onditions P whi h guarantee that they are automorphi .
The reason for starting with low sets A and B is that by Theorem 6.2 we have
L (A) 
=eff L (B ), and by (T3) we have great ontrol over whi h states of A will
empty out. Now if A and B are promptly simple then by Theorem 6.4 they are
automorphi , so we are now looking at the nonauto over ase. We still need to
satisfy (T2). Hen e, the key is to nd a new way of approa hing the following
question.
Question 7. If A and B are low, simple, and nonpromptly simple, how do we
ontrol the enumeration to a hieve (T2) in the absen e of (T2) 0 ?
Namely, we begin by allowing some element y of B to enter a state  , but sin e
we are in a type 1 automorphism onstru tion where the opponent ontrols both
A and B , we must expe t that he will put y into B immediately if it suits him.
Hen e, we must have anti ipated this move by previously for ing some x of A in
state  into A. How do we sele t whi h states, and what property of A (analogous
to maximal or promptly simple) an be used to for e su h a move by x? (Can dsimple or non-d-simple be used?) This is the next major front in the type 1 games,
be ause all the known ases use (T2)0 .

6.6. Atomless r-Maximal Sets.
Definition 6.12. (i) A oin nite set A is r -maximal if there is no omputable
set R su h that both R \ A and R \ A are in nite.
(ii) An r-maximal set A is atomi if A has a maximal superset, and atomless
otherwise.
If A and B are atomi r-maximal then it follows that L(A) 
= L(B ) be ause
they are major subsets in their respe tive maximal sets. (See Maass-Stob [1983℄).
Question 8. If A and B are atomi r -maximal sets, under what onditions is
A ' B ? The on lusion annot always hold be ause the major subset may or may
not be small. (See Soare [1987, p. 194℄.)
Question 9. If A and B are atomless r -maximal sets, under what onditions
is A ' B ? Assume L(A) 
= L(B ) or even L(A) 
=03 L(B ). What if A and B are
also promptly simple?
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Cholak-Nies [ta℄ have proved that there are in nitely many r-maximal sets fAi g
su h that L(Ai ) 6
= L(Aj ) for i 6= j . Hen e, let us assume that L(A) 
=03 L(B ).
In the ase of maximal or hh-simple sets we ould a hieve (T2)0 be ause we had
promptness on a skeleton. Can we a hieve something like that here, and if not, an
we dis ard (T2)0 and a hieve (T2) by a more deli ate balan ing of the ows into A
and B ? The following may be an easy question, not yet examined.
Question 10. If A and B are promptly simple atomless r -maximal sets and
L(A) 
=03 L(B ), then under what onditions is A ' B ?
Lempp, Nies, and Solomon [ta℄ have proved that there is an atomless r-maximal
set A su h that the set fe : We [ A = !g is 3 - omplete. This implies that the
set A has no uniformly .e. (u. .e) weak tower in the sense of Soare [1987, p. 196℄.

6.7. Pseudo-Creative Sets. A set A is pseudo- reative if it is not reative
and for every W  A there is a in nite set V disjoint from A [ W . These sets A
stand in ontrast to the simple sets where most of our automorphism results lie.
It is diÆ ult to see how to get started. Classifying the automorphism type of a
pseudo- reative set requires a di erent approa h from that for simple sets be ause
many .e. sets do not interse t A. Also E. Herrmann has isolated a very interesting
lass of pseudo- reative sets whi h form an orbit, surprisingly for the same reason as
the maximal sets. Herrmann onsiders the lass of sets whi h are pseudo- reative,
r-separable, and D-maximal (now alled Herrmann sets), and proves they form
an orbit. See Cholak-Downey [ta℄ for de nitions and a proof in dynami form,
whereas the Herrmann proof was originally in stati form but used the Maximal
Set Theorem 6.5 for its dynami omponent.
In the maximal set ase we had a 0-1 law in whi h every new set W satis ed
either W  A or W  A (not merely W  A), and so we got prompt simpli ity on
a skeleton and (T2)0 . The remarkable thing about the Cholak-Downey-Herrmann
proof is that, modulo omputable sets, one gets essentially the same thing for
the Herrmann sets. Hen e, the ideas of the maximal set theorem and Extension
Theorem an be applied.
Question 11. The Cholak-Downey-Herrmann theorem gives just one orbit of
pseudo- reative sets. How an we lassify others? Herrmann looked at sets modulo
omputable sets. Can we mod out by other lasses to study the pseudo- reative
sets? Can we begin a dire t approa h to a hieving (T1) and (T2)? For example,
if A and B are pseudo- reative and low, then we have L(A) 
= L(B ) so we need
merely a hieve (T2). Can we a hieve promptness at least on a skeleton?
If A is simple then A  ! is pseudo- reative and r-separable, so we an form
many pseudo- reative sets.
7. Type 2 Automorphisms: Given Only A
This se tion resembles the pre eding se tion, ex ept that we are given only
A and are required to onstru t an automorphi opy B with ertain properties.
The theorems in this se tion are not simple appli ations of the New Extension
Theorem be ause the pro edures to satisfy (T1), or more usually (T1)0 , are quite
ompli ated.
Nevertheless, the prin iples of the New Extension Theorem still apply, and we
still need to meet (T2) somehow. Here it is usually easier to satisfy (T2), and we
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rarely require that the hypotheses guarantee (T2)0 . We ontrol the ow of elements
into B , so it is safer to allow an element y of B to enter a state  of B be ause we
ontrol whether y later enters B and hen e whether (T2) is satis ed. Suppose we
wish to put more information into B than A ontains, for example to prove either
of the following theorems.

7.1. Mapping A to Some B Whi h Codes Information.
Theorem 7.1 (Harrington-Soare, 1996 , and Cholak, 1995). For every nonomputable .e. set A there is a high .e. set B su h that A ' B .
Theorem 7.2 (Harrington, see Harrington-Soare, Theorem 9.1). For all .e.
sets A and C su h that ; <T A and C <T K there is a .e. set B '03 A su h that
B 6T C .
We use the non omputability of A to show that there are ertain \ oding nodes"
of A whi h will arry over to B by (19) (duality). De ne
(22)

W = f :  2 KA &

has a
winning strategy to move any x in state  into Ag:
Pi ture all the states as a giant hess board ontaining the nitely many
-states arranged so RED an move from 1 to 2 by enumerating x in a red set
U for some  and BLUE an move from 1 by enumerating x in a blue set
Vb .
Now  2 W means that RED an keep x in A forever if he wishes (be ause
 2 K ), but by a sequen e of voluntary moves by himself and for ed moves by
BLUE, RED an slowly move x into A. A typi al for ed move for BLUE is this.
Suppose we know that U  Vb . Then RED moves x into U by a voluntary
red move, and waits for BLUE to move x into Vb , whi h is now for ed. An easy
pre ise mathemati al de nition of W from M and the other parameters is given
in Harrington-Soare [1996 , De nition 6.1℄.
De ne  <R  0 to hold if  = h ; ;  i and  0 = h ; 0 ;  i where   0 . De ne
 <B  0 to hold if  = h ; ;  i and  0 = h ; ;  0 i where    0 . The idea is
that on the !-side, any x in state  is a RED (BLUE) move away from entering
state  0 , be ause RED (BLUE) an enumerate x in any set U (V ) to raise the 
omponent of the state of x from  to 0 ( to  0 ). (On the !b -side it is the reverse.)
De ne
(23)
P = f :  2 M & :(9 0 2 M )[ <B  0℄g:
These nodes are opponent maximal in the sense that the opponent, BLUE,
annot move any x on the !-side from  to another state. The following oding
nodes C play a key role and are de ned as follows in Harrington-Soare [1996 ,
De nition 6.2℄. For 2 T de ne,
RED

C =dfn W \ P :
[Coding Nodes℄
This means that, in addition to W , we add the property P that BLUE
annot move x out of a state  2 C . Hen e, RED an keep x in  and in A
forever, be ause  2 KA , or at a later stage an begin to gradually send x on a

(24)
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series of for ed moves ending up in A, hen e the word \ oding nodes" as we will
see. The rst key fa t about C is that it is nonempty if A is non omputable.
Theorem 7.3 (Harrington-Soare, 1996 , Lemma 6.4). If A is non omputable
and  f , the true path of T , then C 6= ;.
Proof. (Sket h) Fix
 f and suppose C = ;. Then almost every x 2 A
must eventually enter some -state  2 KA . Now RED has no winning strategy to
for e x into A from  , be ause  62 C . It is easy to onvert this (see HarringtonSoare [1996℄) to the assertion that  62 W . But the game is obviously determined.
Hen e, BLUE must have a winning strategy to keep x out of A. Now sin e this
applies to all  2 KA BLUE an omputably enumerate A. Hen e, A is omputable,
ontrary to hypothesis.
Hen e, A non omputable implies C 6= ; whi h, by (19) (duality), implies
bC 6= ;. These nodes an be used for elements y of B to rest in B forever, or to be
for ed by BLUE into B at will. This is what is needed in proving Theorem 7.1 or
7.2.
7.2. Avoiding an Upper Cone. Theorem 7.2 uses the Sa ks strategy of
avoiding the downward one as explained in Soare [1987, x4℄. It is usually mu h
easier to avoid an upper one using the Sa ks preservation strategy as in Soare
[1987, p. 122℄, but here the following question is still open.
Question 12. [Avoiding an Upper Cone℄
(8A <T ;0 )(8C >T ;)(9B 6T C )[A ' B ℄?
The point is that to avoid the upper one we will have to put some restraint on
the enumeration of B as Sa ks did. Doing so may be impossible if A is omplete
as the properties CRE(A) and T(A) of x3 show, so we must require that A be
in omplete. The non omputability of A ensured that C 6= ; above. The key
question here is to nd the orresponding property for A in omplete.
0
Question 13. Use the hypothesis A <T ; to get a C -style property P on A
whi h will translate on the B -side to a property whi h will allow elements to be
restrained from B for the Sa ks negative preservation method.
Namely, what does the in ompleteness of A say about the enumeration of A
whi h prevents elements from appearing too qui kly? The only progress on these
questions so far is by Russell Miller [2000℄, after onsiderable e ort by senior people,
Theorem 7.4 (R. Miller, 2000). If A is low and C >T ;, then there is a B 6>T
C su h that A ' B .
The idea is that the Lowness Lemma 6.3 and (T3) above prevent states  on
A from being emptied out unexpe tedly. This, in turn, would for e states in B to
be emptied too fast and would interfere with the Sa ks' restraint to avoid the one
above C .
7.3. Prompt Sets and Completeness. If we want to map a set A to a
omplete set, we need more than just the hypothesis that C 6= ;, be ause by
Theorem 3.5 there are non omputable sets A whi h are not automorphi to any
omplete set. The rst major progress in the ompleteness dire tion was the result
by Cholak, Downey and Stob [1992℄ that if a set A is promptly simple then A is
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automorphi to a omplete set. Harrington-Soare [1996 ℄ then improved this by
proving the following theorem.
Theorem 7.5 (Harrington-Soare, 1996 , x10). If A is prompt (or even almost
prompt [1996 , x11℄) then there is a omplete set B su h that A ' B .

The key point in the proof is to de ne a set of prompt oding nodes. For
de ne,
(25)

2T

D =dfn KA \ P \ G A:
The intuition is that if x 2  2 D then RED an hold x in A forever as

before by the rst two lauses, but now, whenever he likes, RED an enumerate
x immediately into A and not through a series of moves as when we only have
x22W .
Translated onto the !b -side this means that we have a state  of B with in nitely
many permanent residents in B but su h that we an move any temporary resident
immediately into B for oding.
Theorem 7.6. (i) If A is prompt then (8  f )[D 6= ;℄.
(ii)If the enumeration of A an be arranged so that (8  f )[D 6= ;℄, then A
is automorphi to a omplete set.

Why are the prompt oding nodes ne essary? If an element x in state  2 Cb
enters B eventually why is that not good enough to show that every non omputable
set is automorphi to a omplete one?
The reason is that Theorem 7.6 only holds for  f and we annot tell during
the onstru tion whether  f . If we pla e a oding marker on an element x in
state  0 for  0 62 D where  f , then when x begins its journey toward B it
may never re eive the next move by the opponent whi h it expe ts, and may be
stu k forever outside of B . For a oding marker this is a fatal error. In the ase
of x 2  2 D for  f , however, there are no opponent moves to wait for, sin e
BLUE an immediately enumerate x into B whenever he pleases. This bears on
the next key question.
Question 14. Find a set of ne essary and suÆ ient onditions for a set A to
be automorphi to a omplete set.

Previously, one looked at this problem from the point of view of two suÆ ient
onditions: maximal (and its derivatives like hh-simple, and hemi-maximal) and
promptness or almost promptness. One of the ontributions of this paper is to
point out that maximal sets are promptly simple on a skeleton. This suggests the
following.
Question 15. Can one prove that a ne essary and suÆ ient ondition for a set
A to be automorphi to a omplete set is that it be almost prompt on a skeleton?
This question is a kind of dual to Question 13. The eviden e suggests at the
moment that Question 15 is true for 03 automorphisms, but it is harder to get a
handle on all automorphisms.

7.4. Hitting a Cone. Another theme in moving elements around is to try to
hit a parti ular one, say a downward one. This is a result in that dire tion.
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Theorem 7.7 (Wald, 1999). If A is low (or even if A is semilow) and C is
promptly simple, then there is a B T C su h that A ' B .
Proof. (Sket h) By the Lowness Lemma 6.3 states  of A do not empty into A
so B need not seek C -permission to empty orresponding states into B . Rather B
need only get C -permission move elements rapidly from B to B to ensure GbB  G A ,
something C an easily permit by promptness.
Theorem 7.8 (Wald, 1999). If A is low (or even if A is semilow) and promptly
simple, and C is promptly simple then there is a B T C su h that A ' B .
Proof. (Sket h) In addition to the former part, we now need to put elements
yx into B to ode when some element x enters C . To do this we need prompt
oding nodes like  2 D as in Theorem 7.5.
Question 16. Does Theorem 7.8 hold if A is merely prompt in pla e of being
promptly simple?
At rst it would seem so, but there are some deli ate timing questions where
the C -permitting does not get along with the approximation fs to the true path.
Any attempt to move elements around is limited by the following.
Theorem 7.9 (Downey-Harrington, ta). There is a prompt low degree a and
a tardy (nonprompt) degree b su h that
(8A 2 a)(8B T b)[A 6' B ℄:
A orollary of Theorem 7.7 of Wald's thesis [Wald, 1999℄ is that we annot
improve Downey-Harrington Theorem 7.9 to \(8A T a)." This also also follows
by the existen e of hemimaximals of arbitary low degree. The no fat orbit theorem
in its full generality shows that no member of the lown /highn hierar hy is de ned
by a single orbit, ex ept for the high1 degrees. The next question was raised by
Downey.
Question 17. Whi h lasses of degrees are de nable by single orbits? We
know the high degrees and the omplete degree are su h. Is there a ni e hara terization of any other?
Harrington and Cholak have shown that all double jump lasses are de nable.
7.5. Prompt high orbits. One of the most interesting threads in the subje t has been that initiated by Martin's beautiful Theorem 2.3 that the degrees
of maximal sets are the high degrees. This led to the onje ture that for every
non omputable A and every high .e. degree d there is a B 2 d su h that A ' B .
Maass, Shore, and Stob [1981℄ refuted this by produ ing an E -de nable property, SP H (possessing a ertain splitting property and not being hh-simple), whi h
distinguished between some prompt and nonprompt sets. Cholak [1995℄ proved a
version of the onje ture by showing that the weaker on lusion \ L(A) 
= L(B )"
is true. It would be very interesting to know whether the original onje ture for
automorphisms holds in the form where everything is promptly simple or prompt
so the above barrier is removed. Note that we also need to add the hypothesis that
A is in omplete to avoid the properties CRE (A) and T (A) of x3.
Question 18 (Prompt high orbit question). Given a promptly simple set
A <T ;0 and a high promptly simple set D, does there exist B T D su h that
A ' B?
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The fa t that A and D are both promptly simple allows us to a hieve (T2)0 ,
but not ne essarily (T2) sin e we do not have (T1)0 . The highness of D allows us
to empty states of B into B to a hieve (T1): L(A) 
= L(B ), as in Cholak, but is
this enough? If we ould a hieve the dynami property (T1)0 we would su eed,
but this is not lear. This resembles the Harrington-Soare refutation of a similar
onje ture des ribed in the paragraph dire tly following (18) and immediately preeding x5.1 There we also had (T2)0 and (T1) only, but not (T1)0 and we failed
to produ e the automophism. This seems to be a subtle but ru ial obsta le to
building automorphisms and deserves a lot more attention.
7.6. Orbit Complete Classes.
Definition 7.10. For lasses S , T  E we say that S is orbit omplete in T if
(26)
(8X 2 S )(9Y 2 T )[X ' Y ℄:
Cholak [1998℄ answered a question of Herrmann by proving that the simple sets
are orbit omplete in the hypersimple sets. The key step here is to prove that
(27)
A simple =) W = MA for  f:

The proof is as in Theorem 7.3 for C 6= ; ex ept that for every  2 MA RED
must have a winning strategy to for e any element x 2  into A, for if not, then B
has a winning strategy to keep su h x in A and hen e enumerate an in nite subset
of A. Wald [1999℄ answered a question of Jo kus h by proving that the promptly
simple sets are orbit omplete in the e e tively simple sets.
Question 19. For whi h other pairs of lasses S , T  E is S orbit omplete in
T?

8. Summary of Template Properties
The 03 paper by Harrington-Soare and the present paper highlight the desirability of translating standard omputability-theoreti properties su h as non omputability, simpli ity, promptness, and maximality into abstra t properties about
the templates. We now summarize some of these.
(T 1) KA = Kb A :
(T 2) G A = GbB :
(T 1)0 (MA ; N A ) = (MB ; Nb B ):
(T 2)0 MA = G A & MB = GbB :
(T3) (80 2 RA )(91 )[0 <R 1 & 1 2 MA ℄








[For A low℄.

N.E.T. Theorem [(T 1)0 + (T 2)0 ℄ =) [(T 1) + (T 2)℄ =) A ' B:
A; B maximal (or hhs with L (A) 
=3 L (B ) ) =) (T1)0 and (T2)0 .
A; B Herrmann =) (T1)0 and (T2)0 .
A0 , B0 hemimaximal =) (T1)0 and (T2)0 .
A; B low =) (T1)0 and (T3).
A; B promptly simple =) (T2)0 .
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 A simple =) W = MA (for (T2)0 ), where
W = f : RED has a winning strategy to move x 2  into A g.
 A non omputable =) C 6= ;,  f , (toward (T2)0 ), where
C = KA \ W \ P , and
[Coding nodes℄
0
0
P = f :  2 M & :(9 2 M )[ <B  ℄g:
[Blue maximal nodes℄
 A prompt =) D =
6 ;,  f , toward (T2)0, where
A
A
[Fast oding nodes℄
D =K \ G \ P .

 A 7! B T C p.s. =) GbB  G A, toward (T2)0, where A 7! B denotes that
there is an automorphism mapping A to B .

9. The Next Frontier
The New Extension Theorem 5.1 provides onditions whi h are suÆ ient to
imply that A '03 B and are virtually ne essary, but we do not attempt to formally
laim or prove it here. The following remarkable result suggests that something
along these lines may be ne essary and suÆ ient for all automorphisms of E .
De ne
S (A) = fW : (9V )[W t V = Ag;
R(A) = fR : R  A & R omputable g;
and SR (A) be the quotient stru ture of S (A) modulo R(A).
Theorem 9.1 (Cholak-Harrington, ta). If A and B are automorphi then
SR(A) 
=03 SR (B ):
The onne tion between Theorem 9.1 and the New Extension Theorem 5.1 and
ondition (T2) is this. For a xed  let X (Y ) be the set of elements whi h enter
A in state  (not in state  ). Now X and Y give a splitting of A. Theorem 9.1
says that even for the most general automorphism of E mapping A to B these sets
must be in a 03 - orresponden e, just as the New Extension Theorem 5.1 says that
a orresponding 03 - ondition is suÆ ient. These onne tions are far from being
worked out, but they point the way toward the ultimate automorphism theorem.
10. Re e tions on Computably Enumerable Sets
For sixty- ve years we have intensively studied the Chur h-Turing Thesis and
its hara terization of omputability. However, during the same period we have
not studied a .e. set foundationally as separate obje t, but only as the ranges
of omputable fun tions on !. The results for: (1) de nable properties of E ; (2)
automorphisms of E : (3) .e. sets applied to di erential geometry, by Nabutovsky
[1996a℄ and [1996b℄ and Nabutovsky and Weinberger [ta1℄ and [ta2℄; suggest that a
key fa tor in understanding .e. sets is a dynami approa h whi h studies them from
the point of view of properties like prompt simpli ity or the A >> B domination
relation of Soare [Ta2℄ examining how fast elements enter one set We in relation to
elements entering other sets.
Virtually all our pra ti al omputing pro esses as well as many theoreti al ones
(like the sear h for lo al minima on manifolds) work as .e. pro esses looking for
an output, whi h annot always be guaranteed ahead of time. It seems that more
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dire t on eptual e ort should be devoted to .e. sets and parti ularly to their
dynami properties.
Older referen es not listed below an be found in Soare [1987℄.
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